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his evolutionary book differs
from most others in that it goes
deeper, presenting claims seldom found
elsewhere. While unambiguously
hostile to them, it generally avoids
making straw men of creationists.
God and evolution?

Asher professes belief in God. He
repeats hoary antibiblical myths, such
as the one about it teaching that stars
hang from a solid firmament (p. 22).1
He derides certain Christian social
teachings, and makes an implied equation of the Islamic terrorists of 911 with
Christian fundamentalists (p. 130).
Apart from being false and offensive,
they are irrelevant to the theme of his
work, and only detract from it.
He frowns upon what he calls an
‘intervening’ God, and One who is
‘outside the process’. He cites Psalms
147:9 on God providentially feeding
the ravens. There are a number of
fallacies in his reasoning. To begin
with, if Genesis 1 is not factual and
authoritative to Asher, then why
suddenly is Psalm 147:9? Second,
we are not in an either/or situation
as Asher imagines. The fact that God
feeds His creatures providentially
does not nullify His feeding them
miraculously (e.g. John 6:11–14).
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Third, Asher is confusing origins
science and operations science, blurring
them together according to his tacit
evolutionary preconceptions. The
fact that God operates providentially
(operations science: Thomas Aquinas’
cited example of God providing heat
through a fire) itself tells us nothing
about how He had acted when He
created the universe (origins science).
Asher provides a lucid example of his
confusion as he compares belief or
non-belief in God, for the origins of
the universe, with belief or non-belief
in Thomas Edison when it comes
to understanding how the light bulb
works. Edison is irrelevant to the
functioning of the light bulb (operations
science) but is crucial to the design
and creation of the light bulb (origins
science).
Not surprisingly, Asher tries to
‘attach’ God to evolution by citing the
‘who’ and ‘why’ behind it. In actuality,
evolutionary theories emphasize
purposelessness, thus making ‘who’
or ‘why’ effectively meaningless. Asher
also rejects the Anthropic Principle,
that the universal constants must have
values consistent with the conditions
for known life (p. 204).
The author also tries to leave room
for God by saying that evolution is not
a limitless enterprise for explaining
everything. It certainly is (in the
minds of most leading evolutionists),
beginning with cosmic evolution.
Even morality, which Asher assigns
to religion, supposedly exists because
evolution (in this case, cultural
evolution) had caused its appearance.
Finally, Asher states that it does
not matter if one believes in a Godlike agency behind biological diversity
(p. 6). Thus, by his own standard, God
is at best superfluous.

Trends in the fossil record

Asher cites a succession of first
appearances, namely vertebrates,
jawed vertebrates, tetrapods, amniotes,
mammals, primates, and hominins, as
evidence for evolution. In doing so, he
completely ignores non-evolutionary
explanations of these very general
trends.2
In addition, by Asher’s own tacit
admission, trends in the fossil record
can offer only evidence for evolution
that had been prefiltered through
special pleading. He comments:
“At a finer scale, the story is of
course more complex. Paleon
tologists are generally not under
the illusion that we’re out to
identify the literal, direct ancestor
of modern groups. Nor do
modern paleontologists claim that
geologically older fossils always
represent ancestral organisms. In
fact, many fierce debates exist
about the extent to which the fossil
record accurately records the first
appearance of a given group, and
paleontologists realize that a first
appearance in the rock record is
an underestimate of the actual first
appearance of that species on our
planet” (p. 70).
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Microevolution/
macroevolution indistinct?

Mammal-like reptiles, whales,
and elephants

Asher argues that the boundary
between micro- and macroevolution,
as supposedly emphasized by cre
ationists, is blurred (real creationists
actually emphasize not small vs
large but informationally uphill vs
downhill). He cites the ability of
bacteria to digest substances not
found in nature, and the appearance
of a certain protist that uses a bacterial
symbiont. In doing so, he forgets that
bacteria and protists follow different
‘rules’ than ‘higher’ forms of life, and
so are much more versatile in terms of
biologic capabilities.
The author then cites some vertebrates that have undergone remarkable changes in populations in a short
period of time, namely guppies, 3
stickleback fish, 4 certain rodents, 5
and migrating birds.6 The notion that
these even approach macroevolution
is laughable. Not only are all these
examples of ‘tweaking’ of pre-existing
traits, and furthermore that within the
species, but none of them involves the
addition of mutations. In fact, some of
these instances can be explained by
phenotypic plasticity, eliminating even
a need for change in gene frequencies!

The author devotes much attention
to mammal-like reptiles and whales,
hailing the “incremental appearance
of traits through time”. He is silent on
the data manipulation and the special
pleading inherent in the construction of
all the cladograms.7–9
Evidently forgetting that the
so-called Biogenic Law (ontogeny
recapitulates phylogeny) was dis
credited a century ago, Asher delves
into the embryonic development of
the mammalian ear. He would have us
believe that the progressive embryonic
deployment of ear ossicles recapitulates
the evolution of the post-dentary
therapsid bones into mammalian ear
ossicles.
One novelty of this book is elephant evolution. Being unable to
read the French original, I limit my
comments to his diagram (p. 114). The
basal proboscideans have such short
stratigraphic ranges that it is doubtful if
enough specimens have been found for
meaningful stratigraphic ranges. Otherwise, and contrary to evolutionary
predictions, Barytherium, Primelephas,
and especially Deinotherium appear
later in the stratigraphic record than
their more derived counterparts. Of
course, as with other groups, the progression that does exist does not require
an evolutionary explanation.10

Predictions from anatomy
and embryology

The author notes that Theodore
Gill, back in 1872, had, using data
from comparative anatomy and
embryology, correctly predicted the
relative ancestries of major fish groups,
and done so at a time when their fossil
record was virtually unknown. On the
other hand, Huxley got it completely
wrong on the origin of mammals.
Huxley believed that mammals had
originated from different groups of
reptiles, and that each mammalian
order, in effect, went through a
premammal stage before becoming a
mammal. This was parallel evolution
with a vengeance!
30

Baleen whales and other
toothless mammals

Several recent studies show that
enamel-encoding genes in toothed animals exist as pseudogenes in toothless
mammals. Asher blows the trumpet of
evolutionistic triumphalism, and then
pontificates that God would not make it
that way (pp. 137–138). Apart from its
theological presumption, Asher makes
some other tacit assumptions. He supposes that, since they cannot encode for
enamelin, the pseudogenes are therefore useless. Actually, there is evidence,
from a more recent work,11 that at least
one of the parent genes, MMP20, has

multiple functions, and therefore possibly its pseudogene ortholog has at
least one. If so, this ‘absolves’ God of
creating non-functioning genes.
Second, the enamelin gene is just
as incapable of producing enamelin if
partly omitted during Creation as it
is incapable of producing enamelin if
omitted entirely during Creation.
Asher presumes that a de novo
design is always the most intelligent
solution. It may actually make more
sense to create, for a toothless mammal,
the same genome as for a toothed
one, except for built-in intentionally
inactivated enamelin genes, than to
design quite different genomes for
toothless and toothed mammals.
Interestingly, teeth start to develop,
but later resorb, in the baleen whale
embryo.12 And this should have been
a clue: it has long been known that
in embryogenesis one group of cells
induces needed changes in other cells,
a process called induction. And this is
the role for these teeth. Louis Vialleton
(1859–1929), who was Professor of
Zoology, Anatomy and Comparative
Physiology at Montpelier University,
southern France, argued:
“Even though the teeth in the
whale do not pierce the gums and
function as teeth, they do function
and actually play a role in the
formation of the jaws to which they
furnish a point d’apui on which the
bones mold themselves.”13
Finally, the evolutionary interpretation of enamelin pseudogenes creates its own problems, unmentioned by
Asher. Two different sets of the pseudogenic ‘shared mistakes’ deploy in a
pattern that violates a nested hierarchy.
This means that either the frameshifts
occurred coincidentally and independently at the exact location twice, and
that in similar fashion in two other pairs
of pseudogenes, or else a ‘lineage sorting’ rationalization has to be invoked,
on two separate occasions, to explain
away the absence of the frameshifts at
the orthologous positions of the genes
in more derived genera of whales.14
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DNA ‘clocks’ and DNA-based
phylogenies

Asher argues that ‘clocks’ based
on fossils and those based on DNA
now agree. However, even if so, many
molecular clocks had, in the past,
contradicted those based on other
evidence, and the evolutionists just
explained these away by saying that
molecules evolve at different rates than
morphologies. No matter what turns
up, evolution remains a ‘fact’.
The author also claims that degree
of relatedness between mammals, as
predicted by anatomical differences,
agrees with that based on biomolecules. However, he notes that the
inferred closeness of bats and dermopterans,15 based on anatomy, is not
supported by biomolecules (p. 176).
Consider the likelihood of sim
ilarities in substance (biomolecules)
tending to correlate with similarities
in construction (anatomy), regardless
of origin. Why should this necessarily
favour evolution as an explanation?
‘Novel information’ produced
by evolution?

As if trying to impress the reader
with quantity, Asher presents a long
table (pp. 181–183) of items that he
would have us believe are genetic
and phenotypic novelties. Space
limitations allow analysis of only a
few of these items, none of which was
chosen in a tendentious manner.

Nematodes16
A mutation is said to convert
a hermaphroditic nematode into a
female one. To begin with, nematodes
are unusual animals with a complex
sexuality, comprising hermaphrodites,
pseudomales, females, etc. Second, the
mode of sexuality varies according
to species of Caenorhabditis and,
under certain conditions, the species
can interbreed and produce viable
offspring. Clearly, this mutation does
little more than ‘tweak’ the appearance
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of pre-existing sexual capabilities. No
novelty here.

Simulated protein evolution17
These lab-based experiments in
directed evolution (repeated rounds
of mutation and selection) show how
proteins can be ‘improved’ in such
things as catalytic ability, binding
ability, and stability. They imply
that a small fraction of mutations is
beneficial.
By the authors’ own admission,
these experiments are of limited
relevance to living systems:
“In the absence of an experimental
method for measuring how changes
in a protein affect biological fit
ness … (Also) … [experimental]
mutations that benefit the target
property may be selected even to
the detriment of other properties ...
The lessons of directed evolution
also caution against attributing all
properties of natural proteins to
adaptive causes.”18
Ironically, the simulated protein evolution shows how irreducible
complexity comes into play.19 This is
so, even though proteins are much simpler than such things as the human eye.
Think of natural selection acting
on organisms’ phenotypes as a wind
that can change speed and direction
(either gradually or rapidly), or cease
at any time for good (‘stasis’). The
wind pushes a paintbrush on a canvas.
A ‘breakthrough’ protein is produced
whenever the paintbrush paints a letter.
To avoid overspecifying the complexity, the letter can be any of the 26 capital letters of the English language. In
addition, to avoid overspecifying the
complexity, the letter does not have
to be perfect (figure 1). To qualify
minimally as a letter, a curve painted
on the canvas must fall within a band,
¼ the height of letter thick, surrounding the actual curves of the letter in
question. The outline requirement is
approximately satisfied by the font
Eras Bold ITC. Since natural selection
cannot ‘see’ the value of the letters in

h

h/4
Figure 1. Natural selection (arrowed
curve) happening to trace out an accept
able English capital letter (in this case,
P). The minimum acceptable letter has
width margins one fourth (h/4) of letter
height (h).24

advance, and partly formed letters are
of no survival value to any organism,
a letter will be painted only when the
natural selection, for totally unrelated
causes, happens to move in a way that
paints a letter. Only when this occurs
does the letter itself become the object
of natural selection—purifying selection that will prevent overwriting of
the letter, and directional selection
that will eventually improve the letter
to print quality.

Tooth-changing mutation20
A mutation in the Fgf3 gene
causes human (and mouse) molars to
be malformed, small, and lacking a
hypocone.21 Far from being a novelty,
this is, at best, a crude throwback to
an earlier condition. To begin with,
this consideration assumes evolution
by invoking an Asian fossil primate,
the hypocone-less Bahinina, as the ancestral state. As it turns out, this is not
even a particularly good ‘evolutionary
throwback’, as the resemblance of the
malformed human teeth to the presumed ancestral state is only partial,
and is that for which the interference
of other genes is blamed.
Finally, this example is all the
less impressive in view of the fact
that the hypocone is believed to
have appeared numerous times in
different mammalian lineages, and
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repeatedly, even during the course
of primate evolution. This is thus
yet another example of so-called
evolutionary convergence. These
violate evolutionary nested hierarchies,
and contradict the Evolutionary Tree
of Life that Asher stresses so strongly
throughout this book.

Gene duplication and
vertebrate paired limbs22
Again, this example assumes
evolution in an attempt to ‘prove’
evolution. The doubled state of the
Tbx4/5 gene in vertebrates, relative to
the single state of the Tbx4/5 gene in the
presumed-ancestral-state exhibited by
the extant cephalochordate amphioxus,
is assumed to have arisen as a result
of gene duplication (as opposed
to separate, special creation). The
‘advanced’ morphological features
that differentiate vertebrates from
cephalochordates, such as migratory
neural crest cells, a cranium, an
endoskeleton, etc., are also tacitly
assumed to have been ‘added on’ by
evolutionary processes.
Experimental evidence shows that
extracts from the amphioxus Tbx4/5
gene, under certain conditions, can
induce limb growth in mice. This is
taken as evidence that one of the factors
for vertebrate limb development
already existed long before their
evolutionary appearance. However,
what if it didn’t? Evolutionists would
simply say that limb development was
entirely a relatively late evolutionary
development. No matter what is found,
evolution is ‘true’. Interestingly, the
authors betray the conjectural nature
of the course of early vertebrate
evolution by the very vocabulary they
use (‘Proposed evolutionary scenario’,
‘following evolutionary scenarios’,
‘the first scenario’).

heart field of vertebrates. From this,
a linkage is proposed in terms of
evolutionary origins. However, the
unmistakably storytelling character
of such thinking is, again, revealed
by the words used by the authors
(‘has been proposed’, ‘putative heart’,
‘hints that’, ‘proposed that’, ‘could
have been’).
Origin of life

Asher admits that there is currently
no evolutionary explanation for the
origin of life, but hastens to assert his
belief that this does not make God
necessary (p. 184). He then repeats the
assertion that the origin of life is not
part of evolutionary theory, although
it is commonly called ‘chemical
evolution’. What wishful thinking! If
life arose from non-life, it must have
undergone innumerable cycles of
mutation and natural selection before
it could have passed for even the
simplest kind of life found on Earth
today. If this was not evolution, then
what was?
The ID (Intelligent Design)
movement

Asher attacks the concept of
intelligent design, claiming that
inferences of design rest upon
presuppositions of a designer. They

do not. Inferences of design are
empirically self-evident. For example,
graffiti found on the moon would
be ipso facto evidence of intelligent
design, even if we have no idea about
the identity or even nature of the
designer, and regardless of any prior
belief or unbelief in the existence of
intelligent extraterrestrial life.
In stressing that evolution is
non-random, in no way comparable
to a tornado building something, and
probable in a sense, Asher dusts off
chance-parents-meeting and stadiumfilling type arguments (p. 202). These
naiveties completely ignore the
essential difference between nonspecified complexity and specified
complexity.
Asher repeats the argument
that exaptation of its functional
components means that the flagellum
is not irreducibly complex. Oh, really?
The disparate parts would have to
change function independently and
yet in sufficiently concerted fashion
so that they would be enabled to
come together and begin to engage
in a still-newer collective function as
component members of the flagellum.
How probable is that? Asher tacitly
admits that the argument from
irreducible complexity stands because
the naysayers have not gone beyond
conjecture:

Vertebrate heart tissue factor23
Heart progenitor cells, in a model
tunicate, are related to the actions of
the lower jaw muscle and the second
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“While we do not yet have a
definitive, precise, step-bystep understanding of how the
particular flagellum of E. coli
has evolved using intermediate
protein structures of some use
to precursor generations (though
some possibilities have been
suggested) …” (p. 218).
The author attacks ID phil
osopher of biology Paul Nelson,
insinuating that Nelson engages in
dishonesty by taking advantage of lay
audiences. This is offensive. I know
Paul Nelson fairly well and he is a
first-rate biologist. Besides, Nelson
also presents his claims before very
scientifically sophisticated audiences.
Academic freedom

Asher attacks evolution-question
ing high-school teacher Rodney LeVake
as an ‘incompetent’, and justifies the
‘discipline’ that LeVake experienced.
Fortunately, Asher provides a direct
quote from LeVake (on p. 223), one that
makes obvious to the reader how Asher
is misrepresenting LeVake. In the
quote, LeVake points to the complexity
of creatures in even the lower portions
of the fossil record, notably right
after the ‘Cambrian explosion’. Asher
ignores this irrefutable fact, and instead
changes the subject to various red
herrings.
The author also repeats the silly
argument that no religious believer
in the United States has ever been
sent to death, or the gulags, for his
beliefs. This is patently disingenuous.
For now at least, the militant enemies
of Christianity, thank God, lack the
political power to do any such thing! In
addition, even the Communist regimes
belatedly found that extreme measures
are usually unnecessary (although
millions of believers lost their lives
because of their atheistic bigotry).
Many things can have a chilling effect
on free speech. For most people, the
threat of a loss of reputation, status,
employment, or employability is
sufficient to enforce silent conformity.
JOURNAL OF CREATION 26(3) 2012

(In fact, one of the tenets of neoMarxism, and even milder forms
epitomized in Saul Alinsky’s Rules for
Radicals, is the silencing of enemies
by constantly demonizing them.)
Finally, according to the Bill of Rights
of the US Constitution, even a mild
form of discrimination is completely
unacceptable.
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Conclusions

Author Robert J. Asher has written
a relatively original, incisive, in-depth
defense of evolution. More work
is needed to evaluate his claims.
However, most of his premises
either fail to unambiguously support
evolution or omit to mention factors
that weaken, if not nullify, them.
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igel Lawson, or Lord Lawson of
Blaby, is probably better known
as the father of celebrity television chef
Nigella Lawson. However, as a British
parliamentarian in the 1980s, he was
a significant figure in his own right,
serving in Margaret Thatcher’s cabinet
as Chancellor of the Exchequer and
Secretary of State for Energy.
The book aims to examine the
various aspects of the consensus view
of Anthropogenic Global Warming,
including the science, economics,
politics, and ethical aspects. Lawson
is concerned about the uncertainties
of long-term forecasting and the lack
of a real cost:benefit analysis in the
policies recommended and advocated
by those who demand action on ‘climate
change’, especially with respect to the
radical change in lifestyle that would
have to take place in the developed
countries, and the unnecessary burden
that would be put on the poorest people
in the developing world.
Lawson insists on using the term
‘global warming’ rather than ‘cli
mate change’, which he describes
as “attractively alliterative weasel
words” given that the climate is always
changing, and that such terminology
can “lead the unwary to suppose that
any significant or unusual weather
event must be a consequence of global
warming, which may very well not be
the case” (pp. 2–3).

Intellectual snobbery

Lawson had a very difficult time
trying to find a publisher for this
work. It was rejected by every British
publisher to which it was submitted.
One rejection letter stated, “My fear,
with this cogently argued book, is
that it flies so much in the face of the
prevailing orthodoxy that it would be
very difficult to find a wide market”
(p. ix). This kind of response is all
too familiar to creationist writers
and researchers! Lawson also rightly
points out that peer review “produces
a bias in favour of whatever happens
to be the conventional wisdom of the
time” (p. 6). All this just reinforces
Thomas Kuhn’s contention that the
scientific enterprise is governed by a
prevailing orthodoxy (paradigm) and
demonstrates once again that many
scientists and editors of scientific
publications are less concerned with
truth and fact than they are with power,
prestige, and sales figures.1
Lawson readily admits that he is
not a scientist, but notes that neither
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